It is evident to most mathematicians, though any estimate seems likely impossible, that the name of Gino Fano is among the most cited ones, in contemporary geometry and mathematics, nowadays as well as yesterday.
Furthermore, various fortunate geometric objects bear today his name. That's the case for Fano plane in combinatorics and projective geometry, for Fano varieties in algebraic geometry or for the Fano surface of lines of a cubic hypersurface of a 4-dimensional projective space.
Names, or the number of citations, are however irrelevant with respect to the personality we are dealing with. They play, as it always must be, a secondary role to fully understand a scientific life, the importance of his effective realizations, his heritage.
Fano, during all his life, was a prominent mathematician of his time and a major protagonist of the Italian School of Geometry. He played a crucial role in the evolution of several fields of Geometry and in strengthening the relations between Italy and the most relevant mathematical and scientific centers of Europe.
Fano's life developed between 1871 and 1952. From the last decade of XIX century, to the period immediately after second World War, his achievements are concerned with the most important topics in Geometry. A very synthetic vision of all this is what we offer in the next introductory pages.
On the other hand, it cannot be the purpose of the present foreword to analyze, with the necessary ampleness and details, Fano's scientific life, nor his influence in today's Geometry and his vaste scientific heritage. All these aspects cannot be confined, specially in the case we are considering, to a small amount of pages of a short, or longer, introduction.
The only analysis of Fano's contributions to Algebraic Geometry, even restricting it to one of his favorite topics, like for instance the projective classification of all families of Fano threefolds, is far beyond the limits of an introduction.
Even more, the same can be said about a historical analysis of Fano's points of view, interests and contributions in a very wide geometric area, which does not exactly coincide with birational classification of algebraic varieties nor with current algebraic geometry.
Concerning this, the realization of a complete scientific biography of Gino Fano, standing in the very rich field of existing contributions to the study of Italian School of Geometry, appears as a mandatory task whose interest and importance are maximal.
Here our goals are limited 1 as follows: in the concluding part of this section we outline, as far as possible, the principal directions and the arguments of Fano's scientifc work or, at least, some jewels from his work.
The last two sections are timelines. The first one reports the main events from Fano's life and scientific activity. Some references to main, or mainly related, historical events are included.
The second one is a chronologically ordered list of Fano's publications. Every item from this list is quoted in the text by its year, followed by a number denoting its position in the year's list. Starting from 1890, the year of the first publication due to him 2 , the last reprinted book appeared in 1958 3 .
We hope that the contents of these essential chronologies could offer basic informations, or precisions, to any person interested to the work of Gino Fano and his life. However two specially nice and vivid descriptions of Gino Fano, as a man and as a scientist, follow this introduction: a memory written by his son Robert Fano and the obituary written by his friend and colleague Alessandro Terracini
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Like for the greatest painters, the works of great mathematicians often configure several periods and themes, according to the variations of the intellectual life of their authors and to historical conditions. The works and the life of Gino Fano are a good example of this general principle.
Two cultural frames strongly contributed to his mathematical education and strongly influenced his scientific personality. To make clear what are these frames, it will be enough to mention two academic cities, where the study of Geometry was flourishing in the last decades of XIX century: the city of Torino, where the golden age of Italian Algebraic Geometry was approaching its best moments, and the city of Goettingen where Felix Klein was living since 1886 5 . Fano, born in the same day and year of Federigo Enriques (January 5 1871) is definitely associated to this golden age since his very beginning. He 1 As a consequence: no bibliography of papers dedicated to Fano's biography or work is present in this introduction. The citations in the footnotes only reflect immediate personal choices, without a systematic attempt of completeness. We apologize for every omission.
came to the University of Torino as a student in 1888, obtaining the degree in Mathematics in 1892 under the direction of Corrado Segre.
He became immediately part of the group of algebraic geometers working in Torino at that time and he started in Torino his academic career, being assistant of Enrico D' Ovidio. It is also due to those years the beginning of a very deep scientific interchange, as well as a permanent friendship, with Guido Castelnuovo.
Remarkably, a direct contact with further and very strong perspectives on geometrical studies was made possible to Fano. It is therefore obvious that the new interplay between geometry and physics, appearing in the late 19th and early 20th centuries, was perfectly clear to him, as well as it is clear his interest on it. This can be appreciated in many ways, for instance from his book on non euclidean geometries, with the explicit subtitle 'Geometric introduction to general Relativity' 11 or from conferences and articles due to him.
However 12 . The latter remarks put in evidence the broadness of the scientific views of Fano. This is quite typical of great men of Science born at his times. However it is perfectly combined with his outstanding mathematical talent and the deep relations he had with the scientific milieu of his times.
To this respect, before of passing to the main stream of his algebrogeometric interests, the picture could be expanded in several directions, in order to appropriately describe the presence and the strong influence of Fano in the mathematical and scientific debate of his times.
Let us introduce just one more example of this fact. Here we refer to the intense debate on foundations of Geometry in the years preceding Hilbert's Grundlangen der Geometrie.
As is well known this debate was of special importance in Italy. The University of Torino became one of the main centers of it, due to the presence of Corrado Segre and Giuseppe Peano: two leading scholars with their own points of view on foundations of Geometry.
Many geometers contributed to this subject and the young Fano was among them. His ideas on projective geometry in arbitrary dimension are near to Segre's ideas and to n-dimensional geometry of Bertini and Veronese.
They are neatly expressed in his paper of 1892 on foundations of projective geometry, where a famous model of projective plane, named today the Fano plane, is in particular constructed. It is not our task to enter in the historical studies on those years, it is however appropriate for our description mentioning the relevance of this contribution given by Fano. Indeed, about the Italian debate on foundations of Geometry, it is not rare to read comments in the same spirit of the following one, due to Jeremy Gray
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. He is essentially reporting Hans Freduenthal's point of view: 'When the distinguished mathematician and historian of mathematics Hans Freudenthal analysed Hilbert's Grundlagen he argued that the link between reality and geometry appears to be severed for the first time in Hilbert's work. However, he discovered that Hilbert had been preceeded by the Italian mathematician Gino Fano in 1892. Recent historians of mathematics have shown that, in Italy at least, Fano's point of view on the nature of geometrical entities had been a generally accepted theory for at least a decade, but it was not in fact axiomatic in Hilbert's manner; other Italian mathematicians were, however, ahead of Hilbert in this regard. How did this come about, what did they do, and why they lose out? ' We have stressed enough the wideness of Fano's views and his strength in the general field of geometry. Nevertheless Fano was mainly, though definitely not only, an algebraic geometer.
In particular he was immersed in the main stream of classical Italian school of algebraic geometry. This can be seen in many ways: for instance from the central role played by birational geometry in his views or from the attention he payed to classification of algebraic varieties.
Another example of this fact is certainly represented by his genuine and strong intuition in understanding the natural geometric life, so to say, of a projective variety living in an n-dimensional projective space. However, in the taste of Fano as an algebraic geometer and in his choices of investigation, something more is present which goes further.
Taking our sentence with a grain of salt, we can say that, often, he opened the way to problems, or to important geometric objects, which were quite unexplored or still untouched: birational geometry in higher dimensions, algebraic groups of Cremona transformations, cubic threefolds and their irrationality, K3 and Enriques surfaces with special automorphisms, Fano threefolds, of course, and more.
On Fano's research and scientific heritage
In what follows we enumerate the main research topics Fano addressed. Each of them is accompanied by a short note, whose purpose is to outline Fano's contribution and the periods of his work on the subject.
Each note consists of free and non systematic comments: we usually single out just one representative paper and use it to very briefly describe the subject and Fano's results. At the end of any subject we quote some relevant papers of Fano on it.
The subjects of the list follow, approximately, the chronological order of the scientific events in the life of Fano. If possible our aim is to capture, by a unique rapid sketch, much of Fano's scientific image.
•
Foundations of Geometry
This subject was specially cultivated by the very young Fano. As already remarked, his contribution is situated in a fertile area of research of those years, in particular in Italy 14 . His paper [1892-1] 15 is of relevant importance.
At that time n-dimensional projective spaces were currently in use, and investigated, via projective coordinates. However there weren't established foundations of this notion by a system of independent postulates, allowing in particular the use of coordinates. This important problem was raised by Corrado Segre 16 to his students, among them Fano, during his course 'Geometria sopra un ente algebrico' in the academic year 1890-91.
In [1892-1] Fano constructs an adequate system of independent postulates for a projective n-space 17 and, to confirm their independence, he comes to discover examples of finite projective spaces. By an ingenious construction he constructs in this way the projective plane over the field Z/2Z, still named the Fano plane. Notably these examples represent early sources for the field of finite geometry. • Algebraic curves
The theory of algebraic curves, whose place is a central one in the interests of the classical Italian school, shows a minor weight in the interests of Fano. Curves are everywhere in his papers, but rarely these are concerned with this theory. A remarkable exception, influenced by the scientific exchange with Castelnuovo and Segre, is the paper [1893-2]. Actually this is part of 'Dissertazione di Laurea' 18 , written by Fano under the direction of Segre and published in 1894.
It deals with curves C of degree d in a projective space P r . Two years before Castelnuovo had proved that the genus of C is bounded and that the maximal genus p(d) is reached by curves in a rational normal scroll or in the Veronese surface • Continuous groups in projective and birational geometry Due to the activity of Klein and Lie, transformation groups were a central theme on the mathematical scene during the early years of Fano. He was well exposed to these ideas due to the scientific ties with Klein we mentioned. As a consequence, the theme of continuous groups of birational transformations represents a fundamental part of Fano's work. He was specially active on it in the five years before 1900. Although other contributions are possibly better known, this one consists of notes, memoirs and essays, for more than 300 pages, of maximal interest.
In the spirit of Erlangen program a leading project on the field was to understand projective varieties, in the complex projective space P n , which are invariant by the action of any given Lie subgroup G of P GL(n + 1, C). This research was started by Klein and Lie in P 2 and P 3 . They were joined by Enriques and others in the same period. The classification came to completion before 1900
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. In two memoirs, [1895-11, 1896-3], Fano extends this classification to P 4 . It is not a kind of trivial step, he uses new ideas from geometry and representation theory. Actually, when G is a non integrable 21 continuous group, his method turns out to be the search in sl(5, C) of Lie subalgebras isomorphic to sl(2, C). He applies Study's complete reducibility theorem for sl(2, C) and also gives a geometric proof of it. Then he can construct the beautiful series of G-invariant hypersurfaces.
A third fundamental memoir is a joint paper of Enriques and Fano, [1897-2]. It is of primary importance in the study of the Cremona group Bir(P 3 ), the group of Cremona transformations, that is birational automorphisms, of P 3 . In it all the complex Lie subgroups of Bir(P 3 ) are classified. The authors show that, up to two exceptions, each of them is conjugated to a known subgroup of one of the following continuous groups: P GL(4, C), the group of conformal transformations, the two types of groups defined by de Jonquiéres space transformations. The exceptions are two 3-dimensional groups respectively related to the octahedron and the hicosahedron.
18 The thesis to be submitted by a university student for obtaining the degree. 
This topic represents a very important contribution due to Fano. It is coherent with the previous one on continuous groups and it was developed in the same years. In particular, it can offer to the reader a more precise and comprehensive focus on the real features and complexity of Fano's work in its historical frame.
This contribution reflects once more the influence of the circle of ideas arising from the impulse of Lie's work, that is, the foundations of Galois theory of linear differential equations 22 . From this point of view Fano was developing the classical theory of Picard-Vessiot, as he explains in [1899-2] and in other papers.
Fano applies this theory to the remarkable case where there exists a non zero homogeneous polynomial F ∈ C[T 1 . . . T n ] which is identically zero on a set of n independent solutions y 1 . . . A major Fano's contribution is the theorem that (*) is true for n ≤ 5. He also gave partial positive results for n ≥ 6. Due to these and later results
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, (*) was expected to be true for n ≥ 6. Finally Singer showed that (*) is true for n = 6 and false for n ≥ 7. Fano's approach to (*) is very explicit and beautiful. He uses group theoretic and projective geometric techniques to detect the possible algebraic relations satisfied by y 1 , . . . , y n for n ≤ 5. Then he relies on his deep knowledge of projective varieties in P n−1 , n ≤ 4, which are invariant by a continuous subgroup of Aut P n−1 .
Some contributions along the years: [1895-8, 1895-6, 1895-7, 1895-9, 1895-10, 1899-1, 1899-2, 1899-3, 1899-5, 1900-1]
• Line geometry Line geometry is the study of the Grassmannian G(1, P n ) of lines of a projective space P n . Around 1900 Fano dedicated his best to this subject, aiming to continue the classification of congruences of lines started by Kummer over the complex field
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. A congruence of lines is just a surface S in G(1, P 3 ). Its cohomology class defines a pair of integers (a, b), known as the type of S.
At that time, after a long work, the classification of congruences of lines was known for a ≤ 2. Its extension to the case a = 3 was essentially realized by Fano in the very rich paper 'Congruenze di rette del 3 o ordine prive di linea singolare', [1900-1], and in some related papers.
Notably Fano abandons, at least partially, the study in P 3 of families of lines. His modern geometric approach is openly declared
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: to consider and study these families as subvarieties of the appropriate space for line geometry. This means the Pluecker embedding of G(1, P 3 ) that is the Klein quadric in P 5 . Our distance from Fano's results is not big: problems on congruences of lines and their classification are still widely open.
Line geometry of P n is moreover considered by Fano in two remarkable cases. They are related to cubic hypersurfaces in P 4 , a crucial topic of his investigations. • Non rationality and birational geometry in dimension 3
In 1876 Lueroth proved that a unirational complex curve is also rational. The extension of this theorem to higher dimensions became few years later the Lueroth problem. In 1892 this was positively answered in dimension two by a brilliant theorem of Castelnuovo 27 . As is well known the negative answers to Lueroth problem in dimension ≥ 3 are a central episode of XX century algebraic geometry.
In the paper [1908-2] Fano gives a proof of non rationality for a general quartic hypersurface in P 4 and for a general quadro-cubic complete intersection in P 5 . Though his proof is not satisfactory from a modern point of view, the main ideas behind it are the correct ones. Fano's approach to this problem is today encoded in the notion of birational rigidity and relies on a technique for the factorization of a birational map which is known as Noether-Fano inequality 30 . The prototype of it is the inequality, due to Noether, used for proving that every Cremona transformation of the plane factors through quadratic and linear transformations.
In the related paper [1915-1] Fano improves his program in order to prove the non rationality of a threefold V as above. He proposes a new, very modern, idea: to study the linear systems of K3 surfaces existing on V to deduce its birational rigidity and hence its irrationality.
On the other hand, since V is in the series of Fano threefolds, the question of its unirationality of is natural. If V is a general quadro-cubic complete intersection this was proved by Enriques in 1912. Hence V represents in this case a negative answer to Lueroth problem. Still today the unirationality of a general quartic of P 4 is instead an outstanding open problem.
It is due to mention in this section the interest of Fano for developing further techniques of 3-dimensional birational geometry . This is a motivation for his work on the classical theory of contact birational transformations of the plane, which is of projective-differential geometric flavor.
Let PΩ 1 P 2 be the projectivized cotangent bundle of P 2 . These transformations can be defined as birational automorphisms a of PΩ 1 P 2 such that p · a = b · p, where p : PΩ 1 P 2 → P 2 is the natural projection and b ∈ Bir(P 2 ). Since PΩ 1 P 2 is rational, a is birationally equivalent to an element of Bir(P 3 ). To this, quite unexplored, topic is dedicated one of the two communications of • Cubic threefolds Cubic hypersurfaces in the complex 4-dimensional projective space are usually called cubic threefolds. They are definitely associated to Fano's biography, since he was studying cubic threefolds systemically for a very long period, with a special attention towards the problem of their irrationality.
Since the unirationality of a smooth cubic threefold V was known
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, proving its irrationality was sufficient for Fano to negatively answer Lueroth problem. This was of course one of his motivations for studying cubic threefolds. In the late survey This begun around 1904: in this year he publishes four papers on cubic threefolds where various fundamental properties are established. He shows that the Picard group of a smooth V is generated by the hyperplane class, so that every surface in V is complete intersection. Also, he studies in detail the dual hypersurface and more properties of a general of V .
Another cornerstone is his study of the family of lines contained in V . This is a surface F (V ) ⊂ G(1, P 4 ), known as the Fano surface of V . As is well known it plays a crucial role in the proof of the irrationality of V due to Clemens and Griffiths via the method of the intermediate jacobian
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. It is worth mentioning a geometric investigation by Fano which is quite connected to this method. It is the study of plane quartics which are everywhere tangent to a given plane quintic, .
Actually any line in V defines one of these families of quartics. Moreover the theta divisor Θ of the intermediate jacobian of V can be reconstructed from the corresponding family of even theta characteristics of these quartics. In modern terms he considers families of even spin curves of genus 3 which are birational to the quotient of Θ by −1 multiplication.
Soon Fano realized that the methods of birational geometry he could use at his time were not satisfactory in the case of V . This opened the way to him for studying more properties of V and a wider series of threefold relatively similar to V .
Today these are named Fano threefolds. The 3-dimensional linear section V ′ of the Pluecker embedding of the Grassmannian G(1, P 5 ) is one of them. Fano proves the beautiful result that a general V is birational to some V ′ and conversely. Then he gives a proof of the irrationality of V ′ via the methods mentioned in the previous subject. Starting from the study of the irrationality problem for some of these threefolds, like for instance cubic threefolds, the activity of Fano on this subject developed along forty years. After his death the investigations on Fano threefolds became a fundamental direction of algebraic geometry, culminating in the complete classification of them, based on modern methods and on Mori theory In two memoirs of 1937 he gave a bound on the degree of Fano threefolds, thus proving that they are distributed in finitely many families. He also proved most of the possible rationality results for Fano threefolds. Later he recollected most of his work in the memoir 'Nuove ricerche sulle varietá algebriche a tre dimensioni a curve sezioni canoniche', published in 1948.
In it one finds a deep geometric description of all the families he had previously considered. Another part is dedicated to Lueroth problem and to the irrationality problem for the members of some of these families.
Fabio Conforto, an emerging algebraic geometer of that time, made a lucid and fascinated analysis of this memoir in a long review • Fano-Enriques threefolds Let V ⊂ P n be a Fano threefold. One says that V is anticanonically embedded if its first Chern class is the class of its hyperplane sections. In this case a general hyperplane section of V is a K3 surface
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. The interest of Fano for K3 surfaces has certainly one motivation in his thorough investigations on linear systems of K3 surfaces on a Fano threefold. Another motivation, we rediscover in the next section, is his ancient curiosity for automorphisms groups in algebraic geometry.
Enriques surfaces are very related to K3 surfaces: an Enriques surface is the quotient of a K3 surface endowed with a fixed point free involution. Now, in the world of Fano threefolds, it appears that some of them admit an involution with finitely many fixed points, namely eight.
Taking the quotient of such a threefold by such an involution, one obtains a threefold V which is a Fano threefold again. It is of special type. In particular, a birational projective model of V is a threefold V ′ whose hyperplane sections are Enriques surfaces. Today we say that V ′ is an Enriques-Fano threefold, just because its hyperplane sections are Enriques surfaces.
Enriques-Fano threefolds are a kind of geometric jewels in the landscape we are describing. Fano met the study of them in the memoir, . His results parallels those of Godeaux 36 in the same years. He proves that V ′ is birational to a Fano threefold. Then he gives a beautiful geometric classification of these threefolds V ′ . This is however based on a restrictive hypothesis on the eight singular points present in V ′ . Fano-Enriques threefolds were essentially rediscovered in the eighties of Fano, though not bringing a complete classification, strongly influenced modern investigations, which became flourishing on this topic.
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Some contributions along the years: 1944 -2]
• K3 or Enriques surfaces and their automorphisms
The automorphisms groups of K3 or Enriques surfaces are discrete, trivial for a general K3. The work of Fano on these groups of automorphisms is linked to quartic surfaces and also to his investigations on line geometry. In 1906 Enriques proved the following theorem: every surface having a non finite, discrete group of automorphisms is either elliptic or a K3 surface. In the same year Fano constructs the first example of a non elliptic K3 surface of this type.
It is a quartic surface of Picard number two containing a smooth sextic of genus two, ]. His conjectural remark on the existence of infinite series of families of examples, distinguished by numerical characters, is completely confirmed. Later he came to enlarge the picture constructing several families, see [1920-1, 1920-2, 1920-3, 1920-4, 1920-5, 1943-2, 1950-1] .
But a beautiful jewel was constructed by him when studying automorphisms of Enriques surfaces. Enriques surfaces are elliptic. Moreover, as observed by Enriques, the group of automorphisms is not finite for a general Enriques surface.
In particular it could appear almost unbelievable, or at least not obvious, that this group could become finite for special elements in the family of all Enriques surfaces 39 . In 1910 Fano produced an example of this type, .
The example is a very special case of Reye congruence. A Reye congruence S is a special Enriques surface embedded in the Grassmannian G(1, P 3 ). Its Pluecker embedding is known as an example of Fano model of an Enriques surface 40 . Roughly speaking the very special S considered has an elliptic pencil which is invariant by Aut S and moreover contains a very special element F . F is a suitable configuration of rational curves, which is invariant by Aut S. The existence of such an F forces Aut S to be finite.
Enriques surfaces with a finite group of automorphisms disappeared from the scene after the isolated construction of Fano. One had to wait the eighties of XX century for their rediscovery. This was done by Igor Dolgachev in 1983. Further results and the classification followed
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. Later Fano's example was rediscovered by Dolgachev himself and discussed from a modern point of view.
Epilogue
For most of his life Gino Fano was professor of projective and descriptive geometry at the University of Torino. More precisely he was professor there since 1901 until the year 1938.
In this year he lost his job due to the racial laws against jews established by the fascist regime. Then he had to leave the country. He was reintegrated in his job in 1946, after the end of World War II.
In contrast to these obscure years, it is perhaps the right moment for mentioning the deep and positive influence of Fano, as a person and as a teacher, on so many persons and brilliant students, as well as mentioning the sign he left during the long years spent as a professor.
In the year 1950 a group of persons, made by former students and friends, organized in Torino a series of lectures by him as a homecoming celebration in his honor. Reading the list of these persons, in the volume of this event, is impressive, and instructive of the above mentioned influence of Fano.
In the list, together with other famous mathematicians, one can see the name of Beniamino Segre. His words can serve as an epilogue for a long, great life in geometry. Perhaps they can serve for an entire geometric age, in the years of transition from older to newer algebraic geometry: '... con riconoscenza ed ammirazione al Professor Gino Fano, le cui smaglianti lezioni di Geometria proiettiva -nel lontano 1919-20 -ebbero su di me un effetto decisivo, attraendomi irresistibilmente verso gli studi geometrici'. 1931 All the professors of the Italian universities are required to pledge their loyalty to the fascist regime.
Publications of Gino Fano 1890 -1953
In the next list of references we give the bibliographical coordinates of all papers written by Gino Fano we are aware of. The symbol * means that the paper is in the collection of scanned papers which follow this presentation.
[1898-2] Gino Fano, Lezioni di geometria non euclidea, Rome (1898) (lithographic printing)
